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a b s t r a c t

The aim of this paper is to analyse the operational response of a Synchronised Supply Chain (SSC). To do
so, first a new mathematical model of a SSC is presented. An exhaustive Latin Square design of experi-
ments is adopted in order to perform a boundary variation analysis of the main three parameters of
the periodic review smoothing (S,R) order-up-to policy: i.e., lead time, demand smoothing forecasting
factor, and proportional controller of the replenishment rule. The model is then evaluated under a variety
of performance measures based on internal process benefits and customer benefits. The main results of
the analysis are: (I) SSC responds to violent changes in demand by resolving bullwhip effect and by
creating stability in inventories under different parameter settings and (II) in a SSC, long production–
distribution lead times could significantly affect customer service level. Both results have important
consequences for the design and operation of supply chains.

! 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The so-called Bullwhip effect, i.e., the amplification of demand
variability from a downstream site to an upstream site, has been
observed throughout industry for many years, and it has been re-
garded as one of the forces that paralyse supply chains (Lee
et al., 1997). This term has been also used to describe the distortion
of information from one part of the supply chain to another, the
distortion of consumption pattern from the ordering pattern at a
firm, or, simply put, ‘‘What you see is not what they (your cus-
tomer) face’’ (Lee et al., 2006).

Extensive research has been conducted to identify the opera-
tional causes of the bullwhip effect (Ouyang and Daganzo, 2008),
such as disintegrated material flow, distorted demand information
and lack of replenishment rule alignment (see e.g. Disney and
Lambrecht, 2008). The present era of research on this deleterious
phenomenon has thus focused on strategies aimed at preventing
the bullwhip effect from occurring and it has been labelled as Bull-
whip Avoidance Phase (Holweg and Disney, 2005). Among these
strategies, the implementation of supply chain collaboration prac-
tices has been advocated in several studies as an effective approach
for limiting the bullwhip effect (see e.g. Chen et al., 2000; Disney
and Towill, 2002; Chatfield et al., 2004; Shang et al., 2004; Kim
et al., 2006; Agrawal et al., 2009; Chen and Lee, 2009; Cannella
and Ciancimino, 2010).

From an operational viewpoint, supply chain collaboration
materialises in the alignment of planning, forecasting and replen-
ishment systems among partners. Such alignment is enabled by
the exchange of information in the supply chain and is aimed at
the global optimisation of the network. The paradigm of collabora-
tion at the operational level can be summarised with the concept
of ‘‘synchronisation of supply chain operations’’, meaning the
replacement of sequential decision-making on replenishment by
a single decision that simultaneously considers all relevant inven-
tory and demand information. This emerging supply chain arche-
type was labelled as Synchronised Supply Chain (SSC) (Anderson
and Lee, 1999).

Even though the supply chain literature frequently emphasises
the virtues and benefits of collaboration, the issue of synchronisa-
tion in supply chains has not been yet thoroughly addressed. The-
oretical contributions on collaboration (Lee, 2000; McLaren et al.,
2002; Derrouiche et al., 2008; Simatupang and Sridharan, 2008; de
Leeuw and Fransoo, 2009; Squire et al., 2009; Stadtler, 2009;
Verstrepen et al., 2009; Cannella et al., 2010b) as well as empirical
studies (Akintoye et al., 2000; Hahn et al., 2000; Barratt and
Oliveira, 2001; Lee, 2004; Vereecke and Muylle, 2006; Pramatari,
2007; Fawcett et al., 2008; Kauremaa et al., 2009; Coleman,
2010) have been the main contributions up to now. There is a
need of unambiguous understanding of ‘‘which’’ specific data
should be shared, and ‘‘how’’ and ‘‘when’’ these data should be
used in order to synchronise the replenishment among companies.
Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, we are not aware of a
quantification of the benefits of the synchronisation for the mem-
bers in a SSC.
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Motivated by such observations, the aim of our work is twofold:

1. First, we attempt to formalise how supply chain members’
inventory and replenishment decision have to be linked and
what information has to be shared in order to effectively enable
the synchronisation of operations. We present a mathematical
model for order synchronisation in a SSC. We derive a periodic
review order quantity for a SSC and define explicitly the infor-
mation to be shared for inventory and planning collaboration.

2. Second, we quantify the SSC response to variations of its oper-
ational parameters in terms of bullwhip reduction, inventory
stability and customer service level. We evaluate the model
under a variety of performance measures and using an exhaus-
tive design of experiments by means of a standard Latin Square
Design. The adopted system assesses the operational perfor-
mance or ‘‘internal process benefits’’ (Order Rate Variance Ratio,
Inventory Variance Ratio, Bullwhip Slope, Inventory Instability
Slope) and evaluates the ‘‘customer benefits’’ (Fill Rate). We
study different parameter settings of the supply chain under a
sudden and intense change in demand. The different settings
are generated by variation on three levels of three key variables
of production–inventory control systems, namely lead time,
demand forecast factor, and proportional controller of the
replenishment rules.

The results of this study show that synchronisation eliminates
the bullwhip effect and creates stability in inventories under differ-
ent parameter settings, thus avoiding the problem of amplifying
signals in multi-echelon production and distribution. More specif-
ically, Inventory Variance Ratio curves present a negative slope in
the SSC, in contrast with other supply chain archetypes presented
in literature. Such negative slope indicates that the variance of the
inventory at the manufacturer is lower than the variance of retai-
ler’s inventory, which implies that the inventory holding costs in-
crease as we move downstream in the supply chain. The analysis
also reveals that, while the impact of varying demand smoothing
forecasting factor and proportional controller is not significant on
supply chain performance, decreasing lead times always improves
the performance. As a consequence, successful lead time manage-
ment emerges as a key factor for gaining internal and customer
benefits in a SSC.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the
background of our work. Section 3 presents a conceptual model
and the equations for orders and material flow in a SSC for the
periodic review (S,R) replenishment rule. Section 4 presents the
metrics for performance evaluation. In Section 5 the design of
experiments and the numerical output are reported. Section 6 pres-
ent and discusses the results while Section 7 provides conclusions.

2. Related literature

This section delineates the context from which this study
emerges. Section 2.1 provides an overview on the existing litera-
ture about supply chain synchronisation whereas previous analy-
ses on the components of inventory control are reported in
Section 2.2.

2.1. Synchronised Supply Chain: The evolving frontier of collaboration

The benefits of inventory and planning collaboration between
customer and provider are well-documented since Magee’s
(1958) and Clark and Scarf’s (1960) works. More specifically, Clark
and Scarf’s paper is regarded as the seminal work in multi-echelon
inventory analysis (Whang, 1995; Dong and Lee, 2003; Swamina-
than and Tayur, 2003; DeCroix, 2006) and could be reasonably

considered the first mathematical formalisation for a fully coordi-
nated decision-making approach (Sahin and Robinson, 2005).

The synchronisation paradigm appeared in literature at the end
of the XX century. Anderson and Lee (1999) identified the three
major structural changes of the post 2000 era supply chain strat-
egy, design and operations, namely: (I) Companies will collaborate
with supply chain partners and synchronise operations, (II)
technology and the world wide web will be key enablers of innova-
tive supply chain strategy, and (III) supply chain organisations
will be restructured and re-skilled to achieve the benefits of
synchronisation.

Holweg et al. (2005) addressed Anderson and Lee’s first issue,
by focusing on the characterisation of the operational dimensions
of SSC. They define the SSC as ‘‘a supply chain sharing both demand
visibility and decision-making responsibility with suppliers [. . .]
that implies complete inventory and planning collaboration’’. In a
SSC, the supplier takes charge of the customer’s inventory replen-
ishment on the operational level and uses this visibility in planning
his/her own supply operations. Holweg et al. (2005) analyse sev-
eral empirical cases of SSC implementations and illustrate the ben-
efit of this configuration of supply chains. In particular, they argue
that SSCs allow the elimination of bullwhip effect. Furthermore,
linking the inventory and replenishment decision provides a
reduction of inventory levels, a better utilisation of transportation
resources, a better control of the risk for constrained materials, and
a reduction of the rationing game by structured contracts.

Although synchronisation is recognised as an emerging issue in
supply chain, the majority of the studies presented in literature
merely report definitions and describe the benefits of SSC. Accord-
ing to Gunasekaran and Ngai (2009), more research is required on
modelling and analysing coordination-level issues. Lyu et al. (2010)
state that only few papers address how to build a collaborative
replenishment mechanism model, or how to coordinate the replen-
ishment mechanism between the supplier and the store-level re-
tailer. Yu et al. (2010) assert that only few studies focus on how
the different combinations of information sharing may affect the
SSC performance.

Furthermore, several case studies show that some highly advo-
cated large-scale collaboration projects, such as Vendor Managed
Inventory (VMI), can degenerate into a five-to-one increase in the
bullwhip effect at each level of the supply chain (Holweg et al.,
2005). It is likely to consider that these failures are due to the fact
that buyers and sellers, despite achieving information transpar-
ency, do not completely exploit the potential strength of full visi-
bility (Fu and Zhu, 2010). On the contrary, due to a lack of
understanding about how to create a joint decision making process
for aligning individual plans, supply chain members continue to
adopt order policies based on the same information as in a tradi-
tional supply chain, thus deriving no dynamic benefit (Holweg
et al., 2005). As a consequence, several companies did not succeed
in eliminating inefficiencies such as demand amplification (Disney
et al., 2007). According to Lee (2010), taming the bullwhip requires
collaboration, and consequently understanding that there is a need
to clearly formalise how the replenishment policies in practical
application should be modified in order to benefit from informa-
tion sharing.

2.2. Analysing a Synchronised Supply Chain: the components of
production inventory control

Our second research question is motivated by the need of quan-
tifying the effectiveness of supply chain synchronisation against
variations in the business context. In the real business world, envi-
ronmental conditions often determine variations in processes, with
regard to production and delivery lead time, and variations in the
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Table 1
Lead time, forecast factor and proportional controller in the Bullwhip Avoidance Phase.

Methodology Order
policy

Performance metrics Supply chain structure Focus of the analysis

Two Supply Chains Forecasting
factorChen et al.

(2000)
Statistical
Methods

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio

– Two-echelon
Traditional

– Multi-echelon Elec-
tronic Point Of Sales

Relation between bullwhip, demand forecasting
and information sharing. Order Rate Variance Ratio
Metric

Dejonckheere
et al. (2002)

Discrete Time Smoothing Amplitude Ratio Cost
Ratio

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Relation between reducing exponential smoothing
forecast constant and bullwhip avoidance

Dejonckheere
et al. (2003)

Discrete Time
Optimisation
Methods

(S,R)
Smoothing

Order Rate Variance
Ratio

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Different forecasting methods integrated into the
order-up-to system.

Zhang (2004) Optimisation
Method

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Impact of the three different forecasting methods
on bullwhip effect. Relationship between demand
amplification and lead time reduction

Chandra and
Grabis
(2005)

Spreadsheet
Simulation

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio Inventory

Two-echelon
Traditional Supply
Chain

Comparison of forecasting methods for the order-
up-to and MRP based approach. Benefit of
autoregressive models and multiple step forecasts
in case of serially correlated demand

Ingalls et al.
(2005)

Spreadsheet
Simulation
Statistical
Methods

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio Backlog
Inventory

Two-echelon
Traditional Supply
Chain

Control-based forecasting techniques to dampen
amplification phenomenon

Disney et al.
(2006)

Discrete Time (S,R)
Smoothing

Order Rate Variance
Ratio Inventory
Variance Ratio Fill
Rate

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Amplification variance and inventory variance as
function of smoothing and demand forecasting
parameters. Insight on customer service level

Two five-layer Supply
Chains

Kim et al.
(2006)

Statistical
Methods

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio

– Traditional
– Electronic Point Of

Sales

Bullwhip quantification under stochastic lead time,
different forecast methods and customer demand
information sharing

Aggelogiannaki
et al. (2008)

Discrete Time
Optimisation
Methods

Smoothing Order Rate Variance
Ratio Inventory
integrated squared
error

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Benefit of adaptation capabilities in an inventory
control system. Effect of parameters variation on
demand amplification

Two two-echelon
Supply Chains

Kelepouris et al.
(2008)

Spreadsheet
Simulation

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio Fill Rate

– Traditional
– Electronic Point Of

Sales

Impact of lead time, exponential smoothing forecast
factor and safety stock on bullwhip effect

Wright and
Yuan (2008)

Continuous
Time

Smoothing Order Rate Variance
Ratio Root Mean
Square Costs

Four-echelon
Traditional Supply
Chain

Impact of forecasting method and adjustment of
stock levels and work in progress on supply chain
stability

Wang et al.
(2010)

Spreadsheet
Simulation

(S,R) Costs Order Rate
Variance Ratio

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Influence of forecast-updating methods in the
amplification of bullwhip effect

Two multi-echelon
Supply Chains

Lead time

Cachon and
Fisher
(2000)

Optimisation
Methods

(S,R) Costs – Traditional
– Vendor Managed

Inventory

Impact of information sharing on batch size and
lead time reduction

Two four-echelon
Supply Chains

Chatfield et al.
(2004)

Object-
Oriented
Simulation

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio

– Traditional
– Electronic Point Of

Sales

Relation between bullwhip effect and lead time
variation, customer demand sharing information
and data used to forecast lead time

Two five-layer Supply
Chains

Kim et al.
(2006)

Statistical
Methods

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio

– Traditional
– Electronic Point Of

Sales

Bullwhip quantification under stochastic lead time,
different forecast methods and customer demand
information sharing

Boute et al.
(2007)

Discrete Time Smoothing Fill Rate Two-echelon
Traditional Supply
Chain

Benefit on inventory cost provided by a shorter and
less variable lead time through smoothing
production order pattern

Jak!ič and
Rusjan
(2008)

Discrete Time Smoothing Order Rate Variance
Ratio

Two-echelon
Traditional Supply
Chain

Impact of different replenishment policies on
demand amplification

Kim and
Springer
(2008)

Continuous
Time

Smoothing Amplification ratio Two-echelon
Traditional Supply
Chain

Relation between lead times and cyclical oscillation
of inventory. Insight on smoothing replenishment
parameters

Two two-echelon
Supply Chains

Kelepouris et al.
(2008)

Spreadsheet
Simulation

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio Fill Rate

– Traditional
– Electronic Point Of

Sales

Impact of lead time, exponential smoothing forecast
factor and safety stock on bullwhip effect

(continued on next page)
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parameters of the decision policies (e.g. proportional controllers of
the order policy and demand forecasting parameter).

Lead time is recognised in literature as one of the variables that
mostly impact on the effectiveness of operations in the supply
chain (Wikner et al., 1991; Towill, 1996; Chen et al., 2000; Disney
and Towill, 2003; Chatfield et al., 2004; Zhang, 2004; Chandra and
Grabis, 2005; Disney et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2006; Kelepouris et al.,
2008; Agrawal et al., 2009), and it was identified by Lee et al.
(1997) as one of the main causes of bullwhip effect. Lead time
reduction was recognised as a direct driver for business improve-
ment (Time Compression Paradigm, see Towill, 1996).

Different forecasting methods have been employed in model-
ling studies during the Bullwhip Avoidance Phase (Chen et al.,
2000; Dejonckheere et al., 2002; Dejonckheere et al., 2003; Zhang,
2004; Chandra and Grabis, 2005; Ingalls et al., 2005; Disney et al.,
2006; Kim et al., 2006; Kelepouris et al., 2008; Wright and Yuan,
2008). Motivated by the work of Disney and Lambrecht (2008),
we select exponential smoothing as demand forecasting method.
As reported by the authors, simple exponential smoothing is a
good choice for one-period-ahead forecasting and it resulted to
be the preferred technique among several methods in the over-ci-
ted article by Makridakis et al. (1982).

The proportional controller of the replenishment rule can be
considered one of the major topics in the Bullwhip Avoidance
Phase. The proportional controller of a periodic review order-
up-to is a smoothing term of the discrepancy between current
and target levels of net stock (or inventory) and pipeline stock
(or work in progress). For an extensive discussion on smoothing
replenishment rules see Lalwani et al. (2006) and Sarimveis et al.
(2008). It has been shown in the literature that properly tuning
the value of the smoothing parameters of a (S,R) policy offers an
opportunity to reduce bullwhip (Disney and Towill, 2003). Several
studies show that order rate stability tends to improve for proper
tuning of the proportional controllers (Disney and Towill, 2003;
Disney et al., 2004a; Boute et al., 2007; Chen and Disney, 2007;
Disney et al., 2007; Warburton and Disney, 2007; Bayraktar
et al., 2008; Cannella and Ciancimino, 2010). Table 1 reports an
overview of relevant supply chain contributions published during
the Bullwhip Avoidance Phase.

To quantify the SSC response to variations of the operational
parameters we perform a supply chain stress test on the SSC. More
specifically, following Towill et al.’s (2007) stress test perspective,
we study different parameter settings of the supply chain under a
sudden and intense change in demand. The following variables of
production inventory control are subject to variation within the
experimental setting: lead time, demand forecast factor and pro-
portional controllers of the replenishment rule. We model the sup-
ply chain configurations through first-order non-linear difference
equations (Riddalls et al., 2000; Ciancimino and Cannella, 2011).
We adopt the single-product modelling assumption, widely used
in bullwhip analysis (see e.g. Dejonckheere et al. (2003), Disney
and Towill (2003), Chandra and Grabis (2005), Gonçalves et al.
(2005), Boute et al. (2007), Hosoda and Disney (2006), Ouyang
(2007), Agrawal et al. (2009), Springer and Kim (2010)).

3. Model development: inventory control policy and
information flows in the (S,R) Synchronised Supply Chain

This section is devoted to present the conceptual model and the
mathematical formulae regulating orders and material flow in a
SSC. In the first Section 3.1 we formalise how supply chain members
in a SSC align their production-inventory systems. To fulfil the first
research objective, we derive the (S,R) order quantity for a SSC
and define explicitly the information to be shared for inventory
and planning collaboration. In the second Section 3.2 the SSC model
is presented. The (S,R) smoothing replenishment rule is used to
model a SSC through a non-linear first-order difference equations
system. Assumptions, information and material flows are detailed.

Table 2 reports the model notation.

3.1. (S,R) Order quantity for the Synchronised Supply Chain

As a starting point, the (S,R) order quantity for a generic echelon
is first derived in a classical traditional supply chain. The same pro-
cedure is then applied to derive the order quantity for a SSC.

We focus on the periodic review rule known as (S,R) order-
up-to. In practical applications the (S,R) is the most largely used
policy (Hax and Candea, 1984), given the common practice in

Table 1 (continued)

Methodology Order
policy

Performance metrics Supply chain structure Focus of the analysis

Chaharsooghi
and Heydari
(2010)

Simulation
Statistical
Methods

(S,R) Order Rate Variance
Ratio Inventory Stock
Out size Stock Out
number

Four-echelon Electronic
Point Of Sales Supply
Chain

Relative importance of lead time variance and lead
time mean value on supply chain performance

Disney et al.
(2004b)

Discrete Time
Optimisation
Methods

Smoothing Order Rate Variance
Ratio Inventory
Variance Ratio

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Analytical relationship between smoothing
parameters and demand amplification. The
bullwhip Golden Ratio

Smoothing
parameters

Disney et al.
(2006)

Discrete Time (S,R)
Smoothing

Order Rate Variance
Ratio Inventory
Variance Ratio Fill
Rate

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Amplification variance and inventory variance as
function of smoothing and demand forecasting
parameters. Insight on customer service level

Kim and
Springer
(2008)

Continuous
Time

Smoothing Amplification ratio Two-echelon
Traditional Supply
Chain

Relation between lead times and cyclical oscillation
of inventory. Insight on smoothing replenishment
parameters

Aggelogiannaki
et al. (2008)

Discrete Time
Optimisation
Methods

Smoothing Order Rate Variance
Ratio Inventory
integrated squared
error

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Benefit of adaptation capabilities in an inventory
control system. Effect of parameters variation on
demand amplification

Caloiero et al.
(2008)

Discrete Time Smoothing Costs Order Rate
Variance Ratio

Traditional Production-
Inventory System

Relation between bullwhip and replenishment
parameters

Chen and Lee
(2009)

Statistical
Methods

Smoothing Costs Order Rate
Variance Ratio

Two-echelon Supply
Chain in which the
retailer shares
projected future orders

Optimal order-smoothing weight to minimise total
costs under a general demand model
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retailing to replenish inventories frequently and the tendency of
manufacturers to produce to demand (Disney and Lambrecht,
2008).

In the (S,R) rule, a quantity O is ordered to bring the level of the
available inventory up to a level S at each review time R. In the fol-
lowing mathematical formulae (Eqs. (1)–(12)) S is dynamically
computed at each review period R, and every variable is meant
to refer to the period t before the mathematical derivation of the
(S,R) order-up-to order quantity. According to the (S,R) rule, the or-
der-up-to order quantity for a generic echelon i used in period t is
given by Eq. (1).

O ! S" inventory position #1$

In a traditional production–distribution system, orders incom-
ing from the adjacent successor are the only external information
a generic echelon has access to. The S level for a generic echelon
i (Eq. (2)) is equal to the forecast of the orders Oi+1 coming from
the subsequent echelon i + 1 during the review period R #Ri

bOi%1$,
plus the forecast of the order from echelon i + 1 during the produc-
tion-delivery lead time k#ki

bOi%1$, plus a safety stock to prevent
shortages #ei

bOi%1$. The safety stock depends on a factor e and it is
expected to provide sufficient stock to prevent a possible stock-
out during the lead time k plus the review period R (Disney and
Lambrecht, 2008). Thus:

Si#t$ ! Ri
bOi%1#t$ % ki

bOi%1#t$ % ei
bOi%1#t$ #2$

The inventory position is given by the inventory on hand I plus
the pipeline inventory or work in progress W (WIP). In the present
notation, WIP is the sum of the products already shipped by not re-
ceived by the customer yet. The order quantity for echelon i is
herein derived for R = 1 (3) and Eq. (4). The review period is a fur-
ther decision variable but in order to simplify the analysis and
without lose of generality we set R equal to one base period as,
e.g., in Disney et al. (2007)

Oi#t$ ! bOi%1#t$ % ki
bOi%1#t$ % ei

bOi%1#t$ " Ii#t$ "Wi#t$ #3$

Oi#t$ ! bOi%1#t$ % #ei
bOi%1#t$ " Ii#t$$ % #ki

bOi%1#t$ "Wi#t$$ #4$

According to Disney and Lambrecht (2008), the term ei
bOi%1 can

be viewed as a target net stock. The target net stock is updated

every period according to the new forecast on the incoming orders
and it is equivalent to a safety stock (Dejonckheere et al., 2004;
Disney et al., 2006). Analogously, the term ki

bOi%1 represents a tar-
get pipeline stock or target work in progress.

To extend the previous mathematical formulation for the gener-
ation of the order quantity in a SSC, we first underline the perspec-
tive shift of SSC. The aim of a generic tier is not to satisfy the order
generated by the subsequent adjacent stage, but the demand com-
ing from the market. In the SSC, each echelon has access to the final
customer demand and it regulates its inventory and production
system to satisfy it. This implies that, at every stage, the risk period
(lead time plus review period) has to be referred to the entire time
length needed to deliver the finished product from the generic tier
to the final customer. To estimate the risk period in a SSC, a generic
echelon needs to access downstream partners’ operational infor-
mation, such as lead times.

We denote by S0 the order-up-to level for the SSC. The S0 level for
a generic echelon i (Eq. (5)) is equal to the forecast of customer
demand d during the review period R #Rid̂$, plus the expected

customer demand during the multi-echelon lead time k0 k0id̂
! "

, plus

the multi-echelon safety stock to prevent shortages e0id̂
! "

.

S0i#t$ ! Rid̂#t$ % k0id̂#t$ % e0id̂#t$ #5$

The multi-echelon lead time k0 for echelon i represents the en-
tire time period needed to deliver the finished product from the
generic tier i to the final customer K + 1 (Eq. (6)).

k0i !
PK

j!i
kj #6$

Analogously, the multi-echelon safety stock factor from echelon
i to customer K + 1 is given by Eq. (7).

e0i !
PK

j!i
ej #7$

The inventory position for the SSC order-up-to at echelon i is gi-
ven by the multi-echelon inventory I0 (Eq. (8)) (inventory on hand
in echelon i plus inventories of subsequent echelons) plus multi-
echelon pipeline inventory or multi-echelon work in progress W0

Table 2
Notation.

Model variables and parameters
R Review period d Customer demand
S Order-up-to level in the traditional supply chain d̂ Customer demand forecast

S0 Order-up-to level in the SSC a Demand smoothing forecasting factor
O Replenishment order quantity in the traditional supply chain k Production–distribution lead time
bO Forecast on the order quantity incoming from subsequent echelon e Safety stock factor

O0 Replenishment order quantity in the SSC k0 Multi-echelon production–distribution lead time
W Work in progress e0 Multi-echelon safety stock factor
I On-hand inventory of finished materials b Proportional controller
B Backlog of orders p Generic echelon’s position in the serial system
C Units/orders finally delivered W0 Multi-echelon work in progress
I0 Multi-echelon inventory

Statistics
r2

d
Variance of the market demand ld Steady state market demand

r2
O

Variance of the order quantity lI Steady state value of the inventory level

r2
I Variance of the inventory #PCB Proportional controller bullwhip angle

lO Steady state value of the order rate #PCII Proportional controller inventory instability angle

Time variables
T Time horizon s00 Finishing time of Fill Rate < 1 (stock-out)
C Limited time interval ~s0 Starting time of Fill Rate < 1 in the worst case
s0 Starting time of Fill Rate < 1 (stock-out) ~s00 Finish time of Fill Rate < 1 in the worst case

Indices
i Echelon in the serial system x Generic experimental set
K Total number of echelons
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(Eq. (9)) (pipeline inventory in echelon i plus pipeline inventories
of subsequent echelons).

I0i#t$ !
PK

j!i
Ij#t$ #8$

W 0
i#t$ !

PK

j!i
Wj#t$ #9$

The order quantity O0 is derived for R = 1"i (Eqs. (10) and (11)).

O0i#t$ ! k0id̂#t$ % d̂#t$ % e0id̂#t$ " I0i#t$ "W 0
i#t$ #10$

O0i#t$ ! d̂% e0id̂#t$ " I0i#t$
! "

% k0id̂#t$ "W 0
i#t$

! "
#11$

The term e0id̂ can be viewed as a multi-echelon target net stock
and the term k0id̂ as a multi-echelon target pipeline stock or multi-
echelon target work in progress.

Eq. (11) formalises the demand visibility, inventory visibility
and planning collaboration principles of a (S,R) SSC. This ordering
rule can be modified into a widely used smoothing replenishment
rule, by adopting proportional controllers (Eq. (12))

O0i#t$ ! d̂#t$ % bi e0id̂#t$ " I0i#t$ % k0id̂#t$ "W 0
i#t$

! "
#12$

Fig. 1 summarises the exchange of information and material
flows discussed above.

3.2. The Synchronised Supply Chain difference equations model

The smoothing replenishment rule derived in the previous sub-
section (Eq. (12)) is used to model a SSC via a non-linear first-order
difference equation system. The mathematical formalism of the
SSC model is reported below. Echelon i = 1 stands for the manufac-
turer and i = K + 1 for the final customer. Fig. 2 shows the material
flow in SSC.

The SSC is modelled under the following assumptions: (a) K-
stage production–distribution serial system. Each echelon in the
system has a single successor and a single predecessor; (b) Uncon-
strained production–distribution capacity. No quantity limitations
in production, buffering and transport are considered; (c) Single
product. Aggregate production plans are assumed; (d) Non-nega-
tive condition of order quantity. Products delivered cannot be re-
turned to the supplier; (e) Backlog allowed as a consequence of
stock out. Orders not fulfilled in time are backlogged and the back-
log is fulfilled as soon as on-hand inventory becomes available; (f)
Unlimited raw material supply. Orders from echelon i = 1 (pro-
ducer) are always entirely fulfilled on time; (g) Market demand
is visible to all echelons. All echelons adopt the exponential
smoothing rule to forecast demand; h) A generic echelon i receives
information about order quantity O0i%1 from the downstream adja-
cent echelon i + 1, on the up-to-date market demand d and on
safety stock factors ej, lead times kj, inventory levels Ij, and work
in progress levels Wj from all downstream echelons j = i + 1, . . . , K.

The mathematical formulation of the SSC model is reported in
the following.

Eqs. (13)–(15) define the state variables of the model (work in
progress, inventory and backlog). The relation regulating the work
in progress variable is such that, for each echelon i, the products
sent from supplier Ci"1 immediately become work in progress
(Eq. (13)).

Wi#t$ !Wi#t " 1$ % Ci"1#t$ " Ci"1#t " ki$ #13$

The inventory is decreased by the quantity Ci (items sent to the
downstream echelon) and increased by the quantity Ci"1 sent by
the supplier at time (t"ki) (Eq. (14)).

Ii#t$ ! Ii#t " 1$ % Ci"1#t " ki$ " Ci#t$ #14$

Eq. (15) describes the backlog (Bi(t)) as the sum of unfulfilled or-
ders (orders from the subsequent echelon minus delivered items).

Fig. 1. SSC orders and material flow regulation.

Fig. 2. Serial supply chain material flow.
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Bi#t$ ! Bi#t " 1$ % O0i%1#t$ " Ci#t$ #15$

Eq. (16) defines the item delivery from one echelon to its
successor

Ci#t$ !minfO0i%1#t$ % Bi#t " 1$; Ii#t " 1$ % Ci"1#t " ki$g #16$

Eq. (16) models the non-negativity condition of inventory, as is
explained in the following: if Ci#t$ ! O0i%1#t$ % Bi#t " 1$, then the
delivered quantity is exactly equal to what was ordered from the
adjacent echelon plus the backlogged quantity, which is non-nega-
tive (see Eq. (18) below). Consequently, Ii#t " 1$ % Ci"1#t " ki$P
O0i%1#t$ % Bi#t " 1$P 0. If Ci(t) = Ii(t " 1) + Ci"1(t " ki), then the quan-
tity that can be delivered is the total amount of items in the inven-
tory at time t (sum of inventory at time t plus items sent by the
precedent node one lead time before). Therefore, Ii(t " 1) = 0.

Eq. (17) models the exponential smoothing demand forecast
rule, where the value of a reflects the weight given to the most re-
cent observation d(t " 1)

d̂#t$ ! ad#t " 1$ % #1" a$d̂#t " 1$ #17$

Eq. (18) models assumption (d), the non-negativity condition of
order quantity

O0i#t$P 0 #18$

In order to model the infinite raw material availability assump-
tion, orders from echelon i = 1 are always entirely fulfilled, as in
Beamon and Chen (2001):

Ci"1#t$ ! O01#t$; i ! 1 #19$

The following section presents in detail the metric system used
to support the analysis and to evaluate the performance of the SSC.
The equations of the SSC model are summarised in Table 3.

4. The performance measurement system

Since partners in a SSC are collectively responsible for revenue
growth, costs, asset utilisation and service levels, joint or extended
measures are necessary to account for the integrated activities
properly (Lee, 2000). In this work, in order to assess the SSC perfor-
mance upon variations of lead time, demand smoothing forecast-
ing factor and proportional controller of the replenishment rule,
the model is evaluated under a variety of measures. The opera-
tional performance is measured via a set of metrics, whose reduc-
tion reflects improved cost effectiveness of members’ operations.
These metrics are employed to evaluate the performance of the
SSC in terms of operational effectiveness both at a single echelon
level (Order Rate Variance Ratio and Inventory Variance Ratio)
and at a system level (Bullwhip Slope and Inventory Instability
Slope). Customer service level is assessed by the widely adopted

Fill Rate measure, whose increase indicates a reduction of backlog
and a decrease of stock-out costs.

4.1. Order Rate Variance Ratio (ORVrR)

This metric was proposed by Chen et al. (2000) and it is so far
the most common bullwhip-related measure in the literature (Dis-
ney and Lambrecht, 2008). It compares the variance of the order
rate r2

O with the variance of market demand r2
d , both divided by

their respective mean value l (coefficient of variation). Therefore,
Order Rate Variance Ratio is a quantification of the instability of or-
ders in the network:

Order Rate Variance Ratioi !
r2

Oi
=lOi

r2
d=ld

#20$

4.2. Inventory Variance Ratio (IVrR)

This metric was proposed by Disney and Towill (2003) to mea-
sure net stock instability, as it quantifies the fluctuations in actual
inventory r2

I against the fluctuation in demand r2
d . An increased

inventory variance results in higher holding and backlog costs,
and increasing average inventory costs per period (Disney and
Lambrecht, 2008)

Inventory Variance Ratioi !
r2

Ii
=lIi

r2
d=ld

#21$

4.3. Fill Rate

Fill Rate is representative of customer service level (Zipkin,
2000), as it quantifies the percentage of items delivered to the final
customer CK with respect to the actual market demand d. Fill Rate
is computed every review time R and its time series reproduce the
history of the delivery system effectiveness

Fill Rate#t$ ! CK#t$
d#t$

#22$

The Average Fill Rate (Eq. (23)) is the mean of a subset of Fill Rate
values computed over a limited time interval C # T. The interval C
(Eq. (24)) is selected by considering, among all experimental sets x,
the longest time span &~s00 " ~s0'with Fill Rate values lower than 1, i.e.,
the maximum duration of shortage. The index x represents the gen-
eric numerical experiment belonging to a ‘‘class’’ of comparison: in
this work there is only one class, but when comparing different sup-
ply chain archetypes each structure j generates a different subset xj

(Cannella et al., 2010a). This procedure allows us to analyse the
production–distribution network during stock-outs and to compare
the magnitude of backlog among the different experimental
sets (Ciancimino et al., 2009). The problem of quantifying the

Table 3
SSC equations.

Work in progress Wi(t) = Wi(t " 1) + Ci"1(t) " Ci"1(t " ki) (13)
Inventory Ii(t) = Ii(t " 1) + Ci"1(t " ki) " Ci(t) (14)
Backlog Bi#t$ ! Bi#t " 1$ % O0i%1#t$ " Ci#t$ (15)
Orders finally delivered Ci#t$ !min O0i%1#t$ % Bi#t " 1$; Ii#t " 1$ % Ci"1#t " ki$

# $
(16)

Demand forecast d̂#t$ ! ad#t " 1$ % #1" a$d̂#t " 1$ (17)

Non-negativity condition of order quantity Oi(t) P 0 (18)
Infinite raw material availability for the manufacturer Ci"1#t$ ! O01#t$; i ! 1 (19)
Multi-echelon lead time k0i !

PK
j!ikj (6)

Multi-echelon safety stock factor e0i !
PK

j!iej (7)

Multi-echelon Inventory I0i#t$ !
PK

j!i Ij#t$ (8)

Target Multi-echelon Inventory W 0
i#t$ !

PK
j!iWj#t$ (9)

Order quantity O0i#t$ ! d̂#t$ % bi e0i d̂#t$ " I0i#t$ % k0i d̂#t$ "W 0
i#t$

! "
(12)
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Table 4
Framework of the performance measurement system.

Metrics Input Output

Time Level Level Criterion

t T C Echelon Supply
chain

Local Systemic Internal
process

Customer Information content Related managerial implication: costs

Order rate variance ratio
p p p p

Magnitude of bullwhip effect Procurement
Ordered items
Ordering (administrative, transportation, handling, inspection)

Stability of orders Overtime
Variations of production and
distribution lead time

Subcontracting

Increased holding cost per unit
Inventory variance ratio

p p p p
Stability of inventory Missing production schedules

Job sequencing
Resource re-allocation
Penalties

Probability of stock-out Use of transport capacity
Fill rate

p p p p
Customer service level time series Stock-out

Missed sales and loss of customer’s
goodwill
Penalties

Average fill rate
p p p p

Average customer service level Backlog
Priority special order
Job sequencing
Resource re-allocation

Bullwhip slope
p p p p

Order and inventory instability
propagation

see order rate variance ratio and inventory variance ratio

Inventory instability slope
p p p p
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stock-out costs is a difficult and unsatisfactorily solved question in
inventory theory, especially because of the intangible components
(Hax and Candea, 1984). The adoption of a limited time interval C
to compute the customer service level is related to a widely em-
ployed assumption to estimate the stock-out cost as proportional
to the product of the number of units out of stock and the duration
of stock-out, such as in Holt et al. (1960).

Average Fill Rate ! 1
C
P~s00

t!~s0
Fill Rate#t$ #23$

C !max
x
#~s00 " ~s0$ ! ~s00 " ~s0 #24$

4.4. Bullwhip Slope and Inventory Instability Slope

Dejonckheere et al. (2004) presented a study on the dynamic
behaviour of multi-echelon replenishment rules in a four-tier sup-
ply chain. They adopted the Order Rate Variance Ratio to assess dif-
ferent bullwhip solution approaches. In order to compare several
supply chain configurations, they plotted the obtained values using
the echelon position as independent variable. They observed the
interpolated curve and inferred qualitatively on the linear or geo-
metric nature of the trend. The authors state that a geometric in-
crease of the Order Rate Variance Ratio interpolating curve is
representative of strong bullwhip propagation, more intense than
in a linear trend. Dejonckheere et al.’s curve is a smart representa-
tion of bullwhip propagation in a multi-echelon system and serves
to concisely compare different supply chain configurations (Cannel-
la et al., 2008; Ciancimino and Cannella, 2009). To extend Dejonc-
kheere et al.’s inferring technique to a general case, a statistical
analysis of the curve could be performed for both Order Rate Vari-
ance Ratio and Inventory Variance Ratio. We assume a linear propa-
gation of bullwhip and inventory instability. This allows us to use
slopes for the comparison of different boundary conditions gener-
ated by the different parameter settings. By defining#ORVrR as the an-
gle of inclination of the linear regression of Order Rate Variance Ratio
in Dejonckheere et al.’s curve, and #IVrR as the angle of inclination of
the linear regression of Inventory Variance Ratio in Dejonckheere
et al.’s curve, pi as the position of ith echelon, Bullwhip Slope and
Inventory Instability Slope are formalised in Eqs. (25) and (26),
respectively.

Bullwhip Slope! tg#ORVrR !
K
PK

i!1piORVrRi "
PK

i!1pi
PK

i!1ORVrRi

K
PK

i!1p2
i "

PK
i!1pi

! "2

#25$

Inventory Instability Slope! tg#IVrR !
K
PK

i!1IVrRi "
PK

i!1pi
PK

i!1IVrRi

K
PK

i!1p2
i "

PK
i!1pi

! "2

#26$

This technique provides a single value for each supply chain
configuration and allows us to compare different responses of
the system for different parameter settings.

Table 4 reports a framework of the adopted performance mea-
surement system. Metrics are classified according to the time
length of the measurement process, the data sources (echelon or
whole supply chain), the scope concerned with the information
released by the measure (local, referring to single echelon, and
systemic, referring to the whole supply chain), the internal or cus-
tomer benefit focus, the information content and the managerial
implications in terms of costs.

5. Design of the experiment and numerical results

The second research question in the paper is to quantify the SSC
response to variations of its operational parameters in terms of
bullwhip reduction, inventory stability and customer service level.
To do so, a boundary variation analysis is performed on lead time,
demand smoothing forecasting factor, and proportional controller
of the replenishment rule. The three parameters of the (S,R) order
policy for each echelon are tested at three levels (high, medium
and low) according to a standard Latin Square Design (see Fig. 3).
Cardinal numbers from 1 to 3 stand for the levels of the demand
forecasting factor a, Roman numbers for the levels of lead time k,
capital letters for the levels of the proportional controller b.

To set the numerical values for the experiments, we have
sought for values employed in the related literature. Medium levels
of lead time and demand smoothing forecasting factor, initial val-
ues of the state variables, safety stock factor, and the market de-
mand pattern refer to the setting of Sterman’s traditional supply
chain model (Sterman, 1989). This setting was used in several rel-
evant supply chain analyses, e.g. Wikner et al. (1991), Van Ackere
et al. (1993), John et al. (1994), Crespo Márquez et al. (2004), Mach-
uca and Barajas (2004), Jak!ič and Rusjan (2008), or Wright and
Yuan (2008). The matched proportional controller (Deziel and
Eilon, 1967) values are chosen on the basis of 1/b = k + 1. This rela-
tion has been tested by several simulations and analytical environ-
ments and it presents an extremely well behaved dynamic
response (Disney and Towill, 2006). The high and low values of
the demand smoothing forecasting factor are the double and the
half of Sterman’s value, respectively. The high and low values of
lead time are obtained as the extreme of a unit radius neighbour-
hood of the medium value.

In this study the safety stock factor is maintained constant
throughout the experimental sets. The parameter value is set as
in Sterman (1989) and Crespo Márquez et al. (2004). Since the
aim of this paper is to analyse the SSC performance also by taking
into account the customer service, we assess the benefits for
customers, keeping constant the buffer capability to absorb mar-
ket-related shocks. This assumption also relies on managerial con-

Fig. 3. Experimental design.
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siderations, as often inventory investment is budget-constrained.
Hadley and Whitin (1963) note that perhaps the most important
real world constraints are budget restrictions on the amount that
can be invested in inventory (Ghalebsaz-Jeddi et al., 2004). Besides,
increasing the safety stock is always correlated to an increase in
the service level (Graves and Willems, 2003; Disney et al., 2006).

The numerical experiments are performed under the following
settings:

– The serial system is composed by four echelons, i.e. K = 4.
– The initial values of the state variables are: [Wi(0), Ii(0),

Bi(0)] = [kid(0),eid(0),0] "i.

Fig. 4. Order Rate Variance Ratio.

Fig. 5. Inventory Variance Ratio.
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– The lead time levels are ki = [1,2,3] "i.
– The demand smoothing forecasting factor varies over the values

ai = [0.17,0.33,0.67] "i.
– The proportional controller is bi = [1/2,1/3,1/4] "i.
– The safety stock factor is ei = 3"i.
– Numerical experiments are performed for a time length T = 100.
– The solutions for the initial-value problem are approximated

through Vensim PLE (Ventana Systems Inc., 2006). The Euler–
Cauchy method with order of accuracy Dt = 0.25 is adopted.

– The assumed demand d(t) is a step-function demand shock. This
demand patterns reproduces a sudden change from one state
shift to another, also according to the aforementioned ‘‘shock
lens’’ perspective (Towill et al., 2007) for the analysis of produc-
tion-inventory systems. The demand d is initialised at
d(0) = 100 units per time unit, until there is a pulse at t = 10,
increasing the demand value up to 200 units per time unit from
t = 10 on.

In the following, the numerical output of the experiments is
presented. Data are collected and the metrics discussed in Section
3 are herein used to assess performance of the SSC. The Order Rate

Variance Ratio and Inventory Variance Ratio measures are plotted
according to Dejonckheere et al.’s notation (Figs. 4 and 5).

The Bullwhip Slope, Inventory Instability Slope and the Average
Fill Rate are reported in Table 5. Bullwhip Slope and Inventory
Instability Slope are computed on echelons i = 2, i = 3 and i = 4. Ech-
elon i = 1 is excluded from the inference due to unlimited raw
material supply condition of the model.

Results from the statistical analysis, conducted using the Mini-
tab software tool, on order rates, inventory levels and Average Fill
Rates are reported in Table 6. Columns present the sources of var-
iation (lead time k, proportional controller b and demand smooth-
ing forecasting factor a), the respective degrees of freedom (DF),
the sum of squares (SS), and the mean squares (MS). The last two
columns report the F value, the statistic used to test that the effects
of a factor are significant, and the p-value, the smallest level of sig-
nificance that would lead to reject the hypothesis that a factor has
a significant effect on a given variable (Montgomery, 2005).

The analysis of variance for Average Fill Rate reveals that lead
time k is a significant factor for Average Fill Rate at p < 0.004 level
of significance, while the proportional controller b and the demand
smoothing forecasting factor a do not affect the mean value of this
response variable. Lead time k is a significant source of variation
also for order rates of all echelons, while the proportional controller
b and the demand smoothing forecasting factor a are not signifi-
cant. The analysis of inventory levels variance shows a slight differ-
ence with respect to Average Fill Rate and order rate. The
proportional controller b and the demand smoothing forecasting
factor a are still not significant. Lead time k is a significant source
of variation for inventory levels of echelon i = 1, 2, 3 but not for i = 4.

6. Discussion

Numerical experiments quantify the benefits achieved through
SSC, i.e. the removal of bullwhip effect. More specifically, the SSC

Table 5
Bullwhip slope, Inventory Instability Slope and the Average Fill Rate.

Sets Bullwhip
slope

Inventory
instability slope

Average
fill rate

b = 1/2 k = 1 a = 0.17 2.31 "3.14 99.36
b = 1/3 k = 1 a = 0.33 0.91 "1.71 98.00
b = 1/4 k = 1 a = 0.67 0.94 "1.94 98.67
b = 1/3 k = 2 a = 0.17 0.99 "1.78 86.98
b = 1/4 k = 2 a = 0.33 1.19 "3.47 88.01
b = 1/2 k = 2 a = 0.67 4.70 "8.53 90.61
b = 1/4 k = 3 a = 0.17 1.33 "2.03 75.45
b = 1/2 k = 3 a = 0.33 5.84 "8.42 79.25
b = 1/3 k = 3 a = 0.67 4.70 "7.83 79.94

Table 6
Statistical analysis on order rates, inventory levels and Average Fill Rates (General Linear Model).

Source of variation DF SS MS F P Source of variation DF SS MS F p

Order Rate i = 4 Order Rate i = 3
k 2 5.98476 2.9238 8237.3 0.000 k 2 23.5108 11.7554 702527.48 0.000
b 2 0.0057 0.0029 0.79 0.560 b 2 0.0018 0.0009 54.91 0.018
a 2 0.0116 0.0058 1.59 0.385 a 2 0.0001 0.0000 2.66 0.274
Error 2 0.0073 0.0036 Error 2 0.0000 0.0000
Total 8 5.8722 Total 8 23.5128

Order Rate i = 2 Order Rate i = 1
k 2 52.9847 26.4923 425351.5 0.000 k 2 94.141 47.071 3321574.56 0.000
b 2 0.0015 0.0007 11.83 0.078 b 2 0.000 0.000 0.05 0.951
a 2 0.0001 0.0000 0.43 0.698 a 2 0.000 0.000 0.88 0.531
Error 2 0.0001 0.0001 Error 2 0.000 0.000
Total 8 52.9863 Total 8 94.141

Inventory i = 4 Inventory i = 3
k 2 1539.8 769.9 5.95 0.144 k 2 2669.26 1334.63 20.47 0.047
b 2 1448.2 724.1 5.60 0.152 b 2 465.47 232.73 3.57 0.219
a 2 1263.1 631.6 4.88 0.170 a 2 456.76 228.38 3.50 0.222
Error 2 258.8 129.4 Error 2 130.39 65.20
Total 8 4510.1 Total 8 3721.87

Inventory i = 2 Inventory i = 1
k 2 4609.40 2304.70 30.34 0.032 k 2 7136.0 3568.0 58.80 0.017
b 2 429.68 214.84 2.83 0.261 b 2 516.3 258.2 4.25 0.190
a 2 391.77 195.89 2.58 0.279 a 2 454.4 227.2 3.74 0.211
Error 2 151.92 75.96 Error 2 121.4 60.7
Total 8 5582.77 Total 8 8228.1

Average Fill Rate
k 2 552.695 276.347 253.79 0.004
b 2 8.533 4.267 3.92 0.203
a 2 9.509 4.755 4.37 0.186
Error 2 2.178 1.089
Total 8 572.915
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under unexpected changes in demand shows two main features
regardless the parameter settings.

6.1. The propagation of order rate variability is not exponential: the
order stability property

According to Dejonckheere et al.’s (2004) notation, bullwhip ef-
fect is present in case of a geometric increase of the Order Rate Var-
iance Ratio values upstream in multi-echelon system. The curves
plotted in Fig. 4 show a slight linear trend or a ‘‘bell’’ shape. The
former behaviour indicates an outstanding reduction of the ampli-
fication in order rate, and the bell shape an initial growth of order
amplification promptly smoothed. These results suggest the bull-
whip dampening property of SSC under the studied parameter set-
tings. More specifically, the curves indicate that the producer, who
is the most affected among partners by the bullwhip phenomenon
in traditional supply chains, is immune to the downstream mem-
bers’ order variability. The main reason for this behaviour is that
echelon 1 is the only member of the chain that has full visibility
of the whole supply chain. In traditional supply chains, an order
placed by a downstream echelon is the main ‘‘information’’
adopted by the producer to manage its inventory. Therefore, a po-
tential over-sizing of the order quantity is transmitted upstream in
the form of distorted information about consumer demand. The
coupling of over-sizing and information distortion, a typical prob-
lem of traditional supply chains, creates the irreparable demand
amplification phenomenon. SSCs structurally decouple order from
information. In SSCs the producer is able to avoid any potential
amplification of downstream members’ order variability through
the full visibility of all processes in the chain.

In our study, the three settings reveal how the combination of
high lead times and low smoothing factor could lead to a slight
growth of order variability, but even in these cases the producer
is still not affected by the demand amplification phenomenon. In
the real business world, this implies that implementing a SSC
means to materialise the advocated supply chain quality of the
new millennium: operational and customer responsiveness. Defi-
nitely, the scalability quality of demand signal processing under
Towill et al.’s (2007) shock lens is provided by the SSC.

6.2. The negative slope for Inventory Variance Ratio: the inventory
stability property

Dejonckheere et al.’s curves for Inventory Variance Ratio reveal
a peculiar phenomenon: The inventory stability transmission. For
all parameter settings, the Inventory Variance Ratio curves have
negative slopes (Table 5). This trend is in contrast with respect to
the classical reaction of inventory to a violent alteration in demand
signal. In general, one of the effects of unexpected variation in de-
mand is the oscillation of inventory levels: as in the order rate
amplification phenomenon, the inventory oscillation phenomenon
is amplified upstream along the multi-echelon system as well.
More specifically, this noxious effect occurs in traditional produc-
tion–distribution supply chains. When this oscillation takes place,
the Dejonckheere et al. curves of Inventory Variance Ratio show a
steep rise. Our results show that for the SSC there is no inventory
oscillation. From the authors’ knowledge, SSC is the first case of
multi-echelon production control system revealing this distinctive
attribute. The negative slope for Inventory Variance Ratio identifies
a progressive variability reduction of inventory levels in up-stream
direction. The main reason for this behaviour concerns the differ-
ent computation of the S level with respect to the traditional struc-
ture or collaborative structure in which tiers only share
information about the customer demand. In traditional and in de-
mand information sharing structures, the discrepancy between
current and target levels of net stock and pipeline stock tends to

increase as we move up in the chain. With respect to these struc-
tures, in the SSC the discrepancy between the S0 level and the ac-
tual inventory level is less intense because the order-up-to level
takes into account the whole inventory system, as S0 related to
the overall amount of items in the inventories of the members of
the chain. As a consequence, in SSC the discrepancy between the
S0 level and the actual inventory level reduces as we move up in
the chain. These results confirm the previous considerations on
the beneficial impact of full visibility of processes in the supply
chain. The highest node of SSC (i.e. the producer) benefits from
highly reduced holding costs, which are equal to or minor than
the holding costs at the lowest node of the chains (i.e. the retai-
ler’s). SSC structurally avoids operational inefficiencies since the
highest nodes in the chain do not suffer from information distor-
tions, as in traditional configurations.

Summing up, results suggest that SSC responds to sudden change
in demand by solving bullwhip effect and creating stability in invento-
ries. The two previous considerations derive from a systemic anal-
ysis of the SSC. In the SSC, Bullwhip effect is generally solved, and
inventory is always stabilised. However, analysing Fill Rate and the
differences in Dejonckheere et al.’s representations of Order Rate
Variance Ratio and Inventory Variance Ratio, we can extend our
analysis and make the following considerations:

6.2.1. The impact of lead time and safety stock on customer service
level

Analysing Average Fill Rate values, a difference can be observed
for the three different settings of lead time. For an increase in k, a
deterioration of Fill Rate is observed, being the extreme case for
k = 3, where 20–25% of customer demand is unfulfilled during the
stock-out period (Table 5). This consideration is confirmed by the
statistical analysis (see Table 6), according to which lead time is a
factor that highly impacts on performance. By analysing Inventory
Variance Ratio curves we can observe an analogous impact of
increasing lead time on performance: Albeit the negative slope
clearly shows the inventory stability property, the intercept of the
curves, representative of the average magnitude of Inventory vari-
ability, increases with the lead time. Order Rate Variance Ratios
show a similar trend. Despite no curve shows bullwhip effect, some
of them present a ‘‘bell’’ shape, which is indicative of an initial
growth of order amplification that, in the experimental set present-
ing this phenomenon, is later smoothed, regulated and stopped. The
only family of curves in which we can always observe a very slight
increase of Order Rate Variance Ratio is for the lowest level of fac-
tork (k = 1). This confirms several studies on the impact of lead time
and on the benefits provided by its compression (Wikner et al.,
1991; Towill, 1996; Chen et al., 2000; Chatfield et al., 2004; Chandra
and Grabis, 2005; Disney et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2006; Agrawal
et al., 2009). In the SSC, although the problem of distortion and de-
lay of information is solved, production–distribution lead time
management continues to be a key factor for internal and customer
benefits. Note that the effect of production–distribution lead time
cannot be analysed without taking into consideration a further
essential component of production inventory control: The safety
stock level. Let us remember that we set the safety stock factor to
be the same for all experiments. The experimental sets with k = 1
outperform the others not only for the intrinsic benefit provided
by lead time compression, but also for the setting of the safety stock
factor e. For longer lead times, a larger safety stock is required to
avoid shortage situations and assure high service level (Hax and
Candea, 1984). For k = 1 and e = 3 safety stock assures more protec-
tion against shortages than the cases k = [2,3] and e = 3.

This result reminds us the thorny dilemma of inventory control:
the compromise between too costly shortages and too expensive
inventories.
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6.2.2. Proportional controller and exponential smoothing factor create
an opposite trend between customer service and internal benefit
measures for long lead time

By jointly analysing Average Fill Rate (Table 5) and Order Rate
Variance Ratio (Fig. 5), we can observe the influence of propor-
tional controller and demand smoothing forecasting factor varia-
tions on the SSC performance. The effect of the two factors is
clearly lower than that of the lead time (confirmed by the statisti-
cal analysis in Table 6). Both a and b act as ‘‘filters’’, being a the
‘‘external’’ filter and b the ‘‘internal’’ filter. a filters the incoming
demand, while b smoothes the inventory and work in progress
gaps. Under the shock lens, a attenuates the external shock per
se, while b mitigates the system’s reaction to the shock. The de-
mand smoothing forecasting factor and the proportional controller
act as smoothers of a potential over-reaction to sudden changes in
demand by suppliers, thus limiting the potential propagation of
bullwhip shockwave along the supply chain. An excessive filtering
of demand and order rate could impede to fulfil the customer de-
mand in time (Cannella and Ciancimino, 2010). In this work, two
experimental sets are paradigmatic of the filtering impact. By
observing the set characterised by the parameters b = 1/4, k = 3,
a = 0.2, in which the proportional controller and the demand
smoothing forecasting have the maximum smoothing action, the
Bullwhip Slope value is rather low. This low value of slope (1.33)
is indicative of intense bullwhip smoothing, despite the high level
of lead time. On the other hand, for the same set the Average Fill
Rate value is the worst among all numerical experiments. The set
b = 1/2, k = 2, a = 0.8 presents a higher Bullwhip Slope value
(4.70), which is indicative of more intense bullwhip propagation.
At the same time, an increment of 15% in Average Fill Rate is ob-
served with respect to the set b = 1/4, k = 3, a = 0.2.

To conclude, we can hypothesise that an opposite trend exists
between customer service and internal benefit measures, and that
this is due to the fact that the filtering action is more acute for long
lead times. Therefore, in a SCC with long lead times, proportional
controller and safety stock factor tuning has to be based on a con-
text-related trade-off analysis between operational cost saving and
backlog costs.

7. Conclusions

The aim of this paper was to analyse the operational response of
the SSC. In the first part of the study, a new mathematical model of
a SSC was presented. The supply chain model was then evaluated
under a variety of performance measures and using a rigorous de-
sign of experiments. Finally, sound conclusions regarding the per-
formance of the SSC were extracted. These are:

1. The order and inventory stability properties of SSC. SSC responds
to violent changes in demand by resolving bullwhip effect and
by creating stability in inventories. Results are indicative of
bullwhip dampening of SSC under variations of the boundary
conditions: The propagation of order rate amplification is not
exponential in every parameter setting. Furthermore, for all
simulations, the Dejonckheere et al.’s curves for Inventory Var-
iance Ratio have a negative slope: SSC is characterised by a
peculiar phenomenon of inventory stability transmission.
Results suggest that the SSC is one of the most effective solu-
tions to bullwhip and all the so-called plagues of Pandora’s
industrial box (Holweg et al., 2005).

2. The weight of lead time and safety stock on customer service level.
When analysing Average Fill Rate values, a difference is
observed for the three different settings of lead time. In the
SSC, a long production–distribution lead time could signifi-
cantly affect customer service level. If the length of distribution

lead time is considerable, a high customer service level can be
preserved through an increase in safety stock. Clearly, main-
taining large safety stocks allows high flow rates, corresponding
to a high customer service level, but raises holding costs. Fur-
thermore, perishability and obsolescence of stored products
have to be taken into consideration. This solution cannot be
considered an absolute optimum: a trade off between holding
and shortage costs is strongly needed. The result confirms the
empirical study of Holweg et al. (2005): ‘‘Linking internal and
external processes work well with relatively short distances
between the echelons. What happens, though, if retailer and
supplier are far apart? Suddenly, the inventory and lead time
incurred in the transportation becomes a crucial element’’ (Hol-
weg et al., 2005). In SSCs Towill’s Time Compression Principle
(1996) persists: Lead time management is and continues to be
an aere perennius in operations management.
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